Abstract-Survivable routing serves as a key role in connection-oriented communication networks for achieving desired service availability for each connection. This is particularly critical for the success of all-optical mesh networks where each lightpath carries a huge amount of data. Currently, 1 + 1 dedicated path protection appears to be the most widely deployed network resilience mechanism because it offers instantaneous recovery from network failures. However, 1 + 1 protection consumes almost twice as much capacity as required, which imposes a stringent constraint on network resource utilization. In addition, finding an SRLG-disjoint path is essential for 1 + 1 protection, which is nonetheless subject to non-trivial computation complexity and may fail in some SRLG scenarios. To address these problems, we introduce a novel framework of 1+1 protection, called Generalized Dedicated Protection (GDP), for achieving instantaneous recovery from any SRLG failure event. It is demonstrated, that finding a non-bifurcated optimal solution for GDP is NP-complete. Thus, the paper presents a novel scheme applying Generalized Dedicated Protection and Network Coding (GDP-NC) to ensure both optimal resource utilization among dedicated protection approaches and instantaneous recovery for single unicast flows, which can be split into multiple parts in all-optical networks. We demonstrate that the proposed GDP-NC survivable routing problem is polynomial-time solvable, owing to the ability to bifurcate flows. This flexibility comes at the expense of additional hardware for linear combination operations for the optical flows.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important targets of the Internet carriers is to meet the service requirements defined in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the subscribers in their backbones. This is particularly critical in all-optical mesh wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) networks where each lightpath may carry a huge amount of data. It has been widely noted that transferring a user's data along a single active (or working) lightpath might not be sufficient to fulfill the service availability requirements in the presence of various network outages and unexpected failure events.
Dedicated protection (i.e. one-to-one relationship between the backup resources and the working paths) is one of the most commonly employed approaches for improving network survivability, where multiple copies of the traffic flows are launched in order to maintain high service availability in presence of unexpected network outages and failures. Previously reported studies on dedicated protection have manipulated various assumptions on the node capability for the incoming and outgoing optical flows at each optical crossconnects (OXCs), such as switching and merging, bifurcated/non-bifurcated, and with/without network coding, i.e. nodal processing capability for linear combination of signals, which lead to dedicated segment protection, link protection [1] , partial path protection [2] [3], generalized dedicated protection (GDP) [4] , and network coding based methods like 1 + N dedicated protection [5] or [6] , etc.
We introduce a novel framework of dedicated protection, called generalized dedicated protection with network coding (GDP-NC), for instantenous recovery from any shared risk link group (SRLG) failure event without any interruption or data loss. GDP-NC is characterized as a generalized version of 1+1 protection where the amount of protection resources is optimal. By employing network coding devices that can support linear combination operations at each OXC, the proposed GDP-NC framework can achieve superb capacity efficiency, extremely high feasibility under various traffic scenarios, and various topologies that could have failed most of the conventional survivable routing schemes. We demonstrate that GDP with non-bifurcated flows and without network coding is NPcomplete, thus, cannot be used in the on-line routing problem of unicast connections surviving all considered SRLG failures. However, we prove that an optimal GDP-NC problem can be solved in polynomial-time when flow bifurcation is allowed. Extensive simulation is conducted to verify the proposed GDP-NC routing scheme and compare it with a number of previous arts on dedicated protection providing instantenous recovery from SRLG failures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the related work to the study. In Section III, the main contribution of the paper, presents the poliynomial-time method GDP-NC. Section IV shows the simulation results in various different SRLG scenarios. Finally, Section V presents our conclusions and further research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of network coding was first introduced in [7] for single-source multicast. It was shown that with NC the achievable multicast capacity equals the minimum of the maximal unicast flows from the source to the receivers. Later, in [8] a linear NC scheme for the same problem was introduced.
Using NC for improving reliability and robustness was introduced in multi-hop wireless networks [9] . The study [10] contains an information-theoretic analysis of network management in order to improve network robustness. In [11] robust codes for unicast connections against single link failures were investigated, while in [12] robust network codes for multicast were proposed. By assuming non-zero failure probabilities for network links and a set F of failure patterns (or SRLGs), [12] constructed an auxiliary graph G f for each f ∈ F that is obtained by deleting the corresponding failed links (similarly to GDP SRLG graphs). Theorem 11 in [12] claims that for a linear network G and a set of single-source multicast connections C, there exists a common static network coding solution to the network problems {G f , C} for all f ∈ F. The previous code is static (robust against network failures); i.e. only the decoding matrix at the destination node needs to be reconfigured in the presence of failures, while the intermediate node configurations remain unchanged, while full receiving rate is maintained.
In [13] random linear NC approach to solve multicast in a distributed manner was proposed. As each node selects coefficients over a sufficiently large Galois field randomly computational complexity of this scheme is significantly lower than its centralized counterpart. On the other hand, with the application of random network codes the decodability can be guaranteed only with high probability. It was shown in [13] that, if a multicast connection is feasible under any link failure f ∈ F, then random linear network coding achieves the capacity for multicast connections, and is robust against any link failures f ∈ F with high probability.
In [14] the robust multicast NC under the same failure model as [12] was investigated. Theorem 11 of [14] states that if the transmission rate does not reduce below a given value k along any link in all the auxiliary graphs (G f ), robust linear network codes can be found in polynomial time.
NC has been positioned as a viable solution for improving network throughput in various application scenarios. Application of NC in core optical networks has recently emerged [5] , [6] , which in general aim to minimize the capacity consumption for a matrix of traffic demands. With shared M : N protection, N working connections are protected by a common pool of M protection paths, where the protection resources are used only after a failure occurred in the network. Such a concept was generalized to 1 + N protection by ensuring the spare resources hot stand-by similarly to 1 + 1 protection, provided with the capability of performing linear combination operation on the input symbols of the N working paths at the source OXC.
Although 1 + N protection has all the merits of dedicated protection approaches while keeping the capacity consumption low, it requires the topologies with 1 + N -connectivity, which serves as a stringent constraint on its applicability. Note that this constraint is not satisfied in most of current networks [15] for N ≥ 3. In [6] , a virtual layer is defined, in which network coding is applied to protect F simultaneous failures along the disjoint paths between the source and destination node.
Although the F failures in the virtual layer correspond to a single failure event in the physical layer, the high connectivity requirement of 1 + N protection is relaxed without impairing the capacity efficiency.
In opaque optical networks, NC operations can be performed at each intermediate node in the electronic domain via electronic buffering and processing. As NC requires additional hardware, in [16] an evolutionary approach for NC was developed, where coding is performed at as few nodes as possible. The work in [17] investigated NC in WDM optical networks where Optical-to-Electronic-to-Optical (O/E/O) equipment is required for wavelength conversion. A method for minimizing the number of wavelengths which have to be coded or converted was introduced. In [18] , dedicated protection of multicast trees was investigated, and various architectures for all-optical circuits capable of performing the operations required for network coding were introduced.
A. Our Contribution
Many works are concerned with survivable multicast connections against SRLG failures [12] , or with protecting unicast flows against single link failures [11] , or with a traffic matrix given in advance to which inter-session coding [5] , [6] is applied. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work assuming on-line routing and protection of unicast flows against all SRLG failures assuming intra-session coding in all-optical networks. As various robust codes against SRLG failures exist in the literature for other application environments [13] [14], our goal is to demostrate their applicability in our GDP-NC framework to obtain a dedicated protection scheme with optimal resource allocation and instantenous recovery. We assume that all-optical devices for network coding are present at each OXC [18] . To provide instantenous recovery, the protection paths are calculated and signaled in advance, similarly to 1+1 protection. In order to exploit the benefits of network coding, we assume that the flow of the unicast connections can be split into multiple subflows.
III. GENERALIZED DEDICATED PROTECTION WITH NETWORK CODING

A. Problem Formulation
Each connection is routed promptly after the request arrives in the ingress network entity at time t at which the actual topology is denoted by G = (V, E). On each undirected edge e ∈ E a non-negative cost function (c : E → R + ) is defined, and the free capacity (k : E → R + ) is given. A traffic demand D = (s, d, b) contains the source s and destination node d, and the bandwidth requirement (b ∈ N). Finally, the set of failure patterns (or SRLGs), denoted as F , is given. For each SRLG, a failure subgraph is created: ∀f ∈ F : G f = (V, E f ), where E f is obtained by removing the edges in f from E. We assume that each SRLG in F is protectable, i.e. each G f is s − d connected.
Let I = {G, D, F} denote an instance of the proposed GDP problem. Let the set X I contain a set of feasible solutions y I = {H, R} for the problem instance I. Each solution is actually a subgraph H = (V, E), where the capacity along each edge is set to ∀e ∈ E : b e , which is the flow value in the solution. The maximum flow from s to d is at least b in H = (V, E) and in all H f = (V, E f ), where E f is obtained by removing the failed edges in f from H. The other part of a GDP solution is the configuration map R, which gives the cross-connections in the switching matrix and grooming settings of the OXCs in H.
In a feasible solution y I ∈ X I the connection is operating on b bandwidth in the failure-less state of the network, and it is resilient against all failures f ∈ F defined by the network operator. Furthermore, each OXC is configured accordingly to the solution at connection setup (switching matrix, merging signals, etc.) and this configuration is robust against all failures in f ∈ F; i.e. it remains unchanged even after a failure occurred. We are rather interested in resilient and robust solutions because it offers instantaneous recovery from network failures as 1 + 1 protection. Note that a resilient nonbifurcated dedicated solution is always robust.
Each feasible solution y I ∈ X I is assigned with a cost g(y I ) corresponding to the reserved bandwidth in the network as follows:
where b e ≤ k e is the bandwidth used along link e by the connection.
B. Non-bifurcated GDP is NP-complete
In the following, we show that to find an optimal GDP solution in terms of Eq. (1) assuming non-bifurcated flows is NP-complete, which motivates the need of a polynomialtime approach and the usage of network coding in survivable routing. In order to show the NP-completeness of the nonbifurcated GDP, we show a transformation to the Steiner Forest problem, which is proved to be NP-hard [19] . As the edges with insufficient free capacity (k e < b) can be removed form G = (V, E) when non-bifurcated flows are considered, it is enough to investigate the instances with D = (s, d, 1), as all edge capacities can be scaled accordingly to get such an input.
Theorem 1: To decide whether a solution with ≤ k cost exists for the non-bifurcated GDP problem with traffic demand D = (s, d, 1) in undirected graphs is NP-complete.
Proof: The non-bifurcated GDP problem is in NP, a solution with ≤ k cost is a proof.
Assume we are given an instance of the Steiner Forest problem, that is, an undirected graph G = (V, E), edge costs c : E → R + , and disjoint r subsets S i ⊆ V , is there a forest F with ≤ k cost such that for all i and u, v ∈ S i , there exists a path connecting u to v in F . In this proof, the definition of Steiner Forest problem is used, in which each subset S i contains only two elements S i = {s i , t i } [19] .
The polynomial time transformation is given as follows. We add two new nodes s and t together with edges E + = {(s, s i ), (t i , t)}, i = 1, 2, . . . r with ∀e ∈ E + : c e = 0, all other edges have the cost of the Steiner Forest problem. Unit free capacities are assigned for all edges in the transformed problem (∀e ∈ E : k e = 1), and the capacity request is b = 1. We define |F | = r SRLGs, one for each source-target pair, that is f j ∈ F : i = 1, 2, . . . , r, i = j : {(s, s i ), (t i , t)}. The problem instance is I = {G = (V, E∪E + ), D = {s, t, 1}, F}. As the two problem has the same cost, a solution exists with ≤ k cost in Steiner Forest connecting all s i and t i if and only if a solution with ≤ k cost exists for the non-bifurcated GDP problem between s and d. Thus, the non-bifurcated GDP is NP-complete.
C. Bifurcated GDP with NC is polynomial
In order to obtain an applicable optimal method for online routing, bifurcated flows have to be considered in the GDP problem. However, splitting the flows at network nodes indroduces additional questions. Thus, the process of network coding under the proposed GDP-NC scheme is divided into the following two subproblems: 1) SB-I: find an optimal subgraph H = (V, E) which is resilient against all failures in F and will be utilized in network coding, 2) SB-II: find the algebraic operations R which the nodes must perform to realize a robust code on H = (V, E).
D. Linear Program (LP) for SB-I
In the following a linear program (LP) is presented for SB-I where the subgraph H = (V, E) is found in polynomialtime. Note that in [20] a linear programming formulation was shown for multicast demands. However, because of the different available link sets in G f = (V, E f ) it is not directly applicable for GDP. Our goal is to obtain a solution x ∈ X I which minimizes the cost g(x) in Eq. (1). The following constraints are required:
∀f ∈ F, ∀i ∈ V :
∀f ∈ F, ∀e ∈ E: b e,f ≤ b e .
Note that in the above formulation each undirected edge is replaced by two anti-parallel arcs. The solution H = (V, E) of the LP above can minimize the consumed bandwidth while being resilient against all possible SRLG failures in F , as b units of optical flow eventually reach the destination in each auxiliary SRLG graph. In addition to the topology, we further need to obtain a robust configuration map R.
We will show that if the LP solution contains 0 < b e < b for any edge e ∈ E (i.e. the solution is bifurcated), the existence of a feasible configuration map R is only guaranteed if the network nodes are able to combine linearly the incoming signals, as shown in Section III-E. On the other hand, if the OXCs are unable to combine the incoming signals, it is possible that x = {H, R H } / ∈ X I for any configuration map R H . An example for the above statement is given as follows. Let us consider H = (V, E) obtained in Fig. 1(a) which is resilient against the SRLG failures F = {(j 1 , r 1 ), (j 2 , r 2 ), (j 3 , j 4 )}. One can easily check that the presented configuration R is robust against all failures, and only the decoding matrix at the destination node need to be updated upon failures, i.e. x = {H, R} ∈ X I . However, if network coding is not allowed, we have to configure a or b instead of a ⊕ b on the corresponding edges, without loss of generality b. In this case, after SRLG (j 1 , r 1 ) failure occurs as shown in Fig. 1(b) , there exists an s − d cut in the network for the a part of the data. It is not possible to recover the data at the destination node without reconfiguration of node j 3 and signaling in the control plane. Thus, such a GDP solution is resilient but not robust against some failures, i.e. x = {H, R H } / ∈ X I for any configuration map R H .
E. Finding Robust Network Codes (SB-II) for the LP Solution
In this section we discuss the applicability of polynomialtime algorithms previously proposed to get robust multicast network codes for the unicast connections of GDP-NC in order to realize the robust algebraic operations R for the LP solution H = (V, E). In this case, the same process required at the GDP-NC network nodes as in [13] and [14] . The network coding operations of an example solution H = (V, E) is shown in Fig. 1 , where the well-known butterfly graph for demonstrating network coding is extended for protection purposes. Similarly to [12] , we assume that zeros received along the failed links after an SRLG failure occurs. Thus, for SB-II, the results in [12] provide us the opportunity to find robust network codes in polynomial time for a resilient bifurcated solution. Either random network codes proposed in [13] or network codes presented in [14] can be used. However, here is only the latter is shown.
As H = (V, E) found in SB-I is resilient against all failures in F , it satisfies the requirements of Theorem 11 in [14] for the set of connections C = {(s, d)}, which ensures that none of the SRLG failures could possibly reduce the bandwidth below k = b. As a corollary, it is possible to get robust network codes with the method proposed in [14] to obtain robust multicast codes for a resilient and generalized dedicated protection solution in polynomial time. Thus, in the presence of any failure, only the destination node needs to use different decoding matrix to get the data back, as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We conducted experiments on networks with various sizes to verify the proposed network coding based algorithm and compare it with previously reported counterparts. For the sake of simplicity, each edge in the topologies has a uniform cost and 16 wavelengths per direction per link, and each wavelength has a capacity of OC-192 by following the settings of SONET [21] . Capacity demands of the connections are uniformly distributed between 1 and 96, where a unit is for a single STS-1 carrier supporting a 50 Mbps request, and 96 units are for 96 virtually concatenated frames corresponding to a 5 Gbps request. With the proposed network coding approach, all-optical coding devices [18] , OC-1 grooming and full wavelength conversion capability are assumed at each node. The connection requests arrive following a Poisson process with an interarrival mean time of 5 time units. The data was obtained by averaging the results of 5 different traffic patterns each containing 1000 traffic demands between randomly chosen source and destination nodes.
We compare the proposed GDP-NC scheme (denoted as "NC" in the figures) with the following three dynamic routing schemes: (1) 1 + 1, (2) the optimal non-bifurcated GDP solution (denoted as ILP), and (3) the heuristic approach based on Dijkstra's algorithm (Dijkstra Heuristic, denoted as DH) for non-bifurcated connections [4] . A two-step approach is employed to find SRLG-disjoint path pair for 1 + 1 protection: Fig. 3 . Blocking probability in the COST266 network [15] (37 nodes, 57 links, mean node degree 3.08, all demands have 64 bandwidth).
firstly, the shortest path is derived using Dijkstra's as the working path, and the second step implements Dijkstra's again on the residual graph by removing all the SRLGs traversed by the working path.
A connection request is admitted iff it is resilient and robust against all the failures in F . This leads to a fact that the non-bifurcated GDP approaches and GDP-NC always provide feasible solutions when the links have sufficient free capacity. However, when multi-link SRLGs are considered, 1 + 1 fails to provide a feasible solution owing to the lack of an SRLGdisjoint pair of paths. To keep the blocking of 1 + 1 in a comparable range with the other schemes, the SRLG list in the simulations contains all single link failures and 10% of adjacent dual-link failures.
As shown in Fig. 2 , GDP-NC provides the optimal resource consumption among all the dedicated protection approaches, while all failures in F are protected and instantaneous recovery is ensured. In comparison with the NP-complete nonbifurcated GDP, the polynomial-time GDP-NC can achieve significant reduction in running time as well. Furthermore, 1 + 1 is outperformed by the optimal GDP-NC scheme for about 20% bandwidth consumption in dense networks.
In Fig. 3 , GDP-NC yields better performance in terms of blocking probability than its counterparts. It is clearly observed that GDP-NC outperforms all the other schemes in all the scenarios, and the saving in blocking probability is about 10% in comparison with 1 + 1 protection. Owing to the fact that GDP-NC can achieve the best flexibility by using the network coding functions, the blocking probability can be kept on a tolerable level even under extreme traffic conditions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The paper introduces a novel dedicated protection scheme for all-optical mesh networks, called generalized dedicated protection with network coding (GDP-NC), for dynamically routing unicast requests. GDP-NC generalizes all the reported dedicated protection schemes and routing architectures, while further being incorporated with NC functionality at each node. We presented a linear program for the formulated GDP-NC problem which provides optimal bandwidth allocation for dedicated protection, and showed that the LP solution can always be routed in the network with the application of network coding. Case studies were conducted to examine the proposed GDP-NC solution under various scenarios. Compared with the other schemes, the proposed GDP-NC can provide greatly reduced blocking probability.
